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seem unchanged, God is work

in the last 8
minutes
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ing inwardly.
"And who knows but that

For the remainder of the

you have come to royal position

trip, I worked at the Mission's

thrift store alongside people

for such a time as this?" These

are Mordecai's words to Esther,

recovering from drug addic

Queen of Persia, before she

tions. Those men and women

C O R P O R AT E

went'before the King to ask that

NEED

the Jews be spared from

in the Lord have amazing faith
and dependence on God. They
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Around the World
know what's happening
Jackson opts for Bones
Peter Jackson and his screen-

writing-producing partner Fran
Walsh have optioned the rights
to Alice Sebold's best-selling
debut novel, "The Lovely
Bones." "Bones" is the story of
a dead 14-year-old girl who
reflects on the events that led to

her rape and murder. The
movie will hit theaters some
time in 2007.

Archbishop released in Iraq
A Syrian Catholic archbishop
was released Tuesday by insur
gents who had snatched him
from the streets of Mosul the

day before. According to the
priest, his captors kept asking
him if he were an American

spy. Christians make up about 3
percent of Iraq's total popula
tion.

Kira-Kira receives Newbery
The Newbery Medal was
awarded to "Kira-Kira," a
novel about a JapaneseAmerican family. The award is

given annually by the
Association for Library Service
to Children to the author of

the most distinguished contri
bution to American literature
for children.

Strict new guidelines
New dietary guidelines
released last week are more

specific, distinguishing between
whole and processed grains
and between trans fats and veg
etable oils. The new guidelines

also bring the suggested goal
for fruit and vegetable con

sumption up to nine servings
from five and suggest at least 60
minutes of exercise a day.
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destruction. Mordecai also pled
with Esther to act now, or deliv

struggle in areas and ways I

erance would come from anoth

triumphant because they sur
render daUy to Christ and give

can't even imagine; yet they are

er place.
His words resonate in me as

Him the ^ory. They are sur

I think of service, and this past
Portland Serve trip I attended.

rounded with praise music,
verses and constant encourage

Everyone in my group has indi

m e n t f r o m o n e a n o t h e r. I t w a s

vidual stories of why they went,

why they felt a particular call
ing to Portland or how they
ended up on this trip rather
than another. My own story? I
could no longer ignore this act
of service I felt God was calling
me to.

COURTESY

helped in shelters and talked about meeting Christians who changed
their perspective on service and missions.
night: "The work is not as
important as the manner in
which it is done." Although we
worked hard and for extended

usually just being able to talk
with the people we served. My
half of the group met our first

periods of time, everything we

fellow servants at Habitat for

God richly blessed us with clear
skies for exactly those two days.
We did everything from caulk
ing to installing lights, and I
was surprised at how much
there was to learn in doing in

ing how grateful the people
were for our help.
In the evenings, we went to
the Union Gospel Mission, a
shelter that provides meals and
a program especially designed
for homeless people who want
to quit addictions. Our worship
band played for them and then

e v e n t h e s i fi a l l e s t t a s k .

s e r v e d d i n n e r.

houses for low-income families.

I wrote in my journal that

H E AT E R

SERVING SEATTLE: Serve trip volunteers to the Emerald City

The highlight of a day was

Humanity, helping to construct

K AT I E

did was within our abilities.

The lasting impression was see

The difficult part for me was

feeling like this wasn't enough.
People are not hungry for food
alone; they are hungry for rela
tionships.
There was a blinding gap
between our group and the
homeless people, but it was not
because we thought ourselves
better. We just didn't have rela
tionships with them. Most of
the people there probably don't
expect to see us again. This
should not be the case.

Some people at the Mission
appreciated our help, and oth
ers seemed indifferent. But God
calls us to love them all. I

impossible not to feel uplifted.
They were grateful for our help,
but I felt grateful just to be
among them.
I encourage you to attend a
Serve Trip when you feel God is
calling you to one. Like Esther,
maybe you are being appointed
for a time such as this. But don't

go merely because people tell
you to or because everyone
seems to go. Remember that if
you serve without love, you
gain nothing. Learn from Jesus,
our greatest servant.

"A new command I give
you: Love one another. As I
have loved you, so you must
love one another. By this all
men will know that you are my
disciples, if you love one anoth
er" (John 13:34-35).

learned to have faith that even

GFU mourns loss of Patrick Klbior
Family and friends remember the lun-leving senier
ANN

nity like ours in a really signifi
cant way. It's hard to imagine

PORN

Assistant Editor

that the loss of any student
wouldn't deeply affect a com

George Fox University sen
ior Patrick Kibler was hit by a
drunk driver the evening of

munity of 1300-1400 stu
dents," Lau said. "We mourn,

Dec. 21 and died a few hours

but not as those who have no

later, according to Brad Lau,
vice president of Student Life.
Patrick's younger brother,

hope. Both Patrick and Karissa
(Edwards) had a love for the
Lord and a love for others, and
they were both very giving.
Our community won't be the

Scott, was in critical condition

for several days but recovered
rapidly and was released to go

same without them."

home on Christmas Eve.
"From what I have heard

fun-loving person who had a
great sense of humor. He was
the type of person who was a
great friend to others," Lau

said as his eyes misted over.
Some students heard about
Patrick's death when the morn

ing news reported the involve
ment of a GFU student in a

deadly crash. Lau and other
administrators were not able to

immediately confirm that it
was indeed Patrick Kibler of

Newberg Wendy's and have
C O U R T E S Y K I B L E R FA M I LY
A LWAY S A G O O D F R I E N D :

donated free meal coupons for
Serve Day volunteers for years.
Lau

fi n d s

it

d i f fi c u l t

However, Lau doesn't pro

pose any quick-fixes.
"There are some things that
are very difficult to understand
this side of eternity," he said.
"The pain is very real, the
sense of loss is very real. I
don't think we need to candycoat that."
The memories will remain

Vi c k i e a n d J o h n K i b l e r,
Patrick's parents, own the

about Patrick, he was a very

explained. "It's not for them, in
one sense, because they're in a
much better place."

to

with GFU students as they
begin the protess of healing.
"It's important to remem
ber Patrick and the person he
was, the impact he made and

the legacy he left on other peo

they will always remember his

believe that GFU could experi
ence two such significant losses
within the space of a few

ple's lives," Lau said. "It's also
important to realize that God
has some goals yet for our lives,

humor

months.

so we have to move forward."

GFU, but once the confirma
tion came in they were on hand

"They were so close togeth
e r, i t w a s a l m o s t h a r d t o
believe, but I think as believers

Kibler's friends valued his atti

tude and friendship, and say

to support the family and help
with the memorial service.

"It impacts a small commu

we have a very real hope and
confidence in heaven, and our

Lau urged students who
knew Patrick to e-mail stories
about him and his time at GFU

to Patrick's family at vickie333@msn.com

grief is for our loss," he
I.ssue 6 Vol. CXXl
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Pebble's P&spective Ml off-campus students

return frem far-away lands

Looking forward
through it all:

CHARITY

Business Manager

the promise of

From Africa to England,

something better
TA N E L L E

So am I the only one
who always wants what I
don't have? The whole

"grass is greener on the
other side of the fence"

mentality is normal,
right? I know that you're
all nodding your heads, I

just can't see you. I'm
going to elaborate...
Christmas break was

most excellent! My mom

bought me a package of
Dove soap, which is my
favorite brand. But

besides the great gifts, I
have probably the coolest

DITTUS

squeal about
him to any

and Russia.

because she's good at

that. I wish that my dad

classes, language classes, phi

one place. For instance, stu
dents studying in Egypt also got

was here to make me

losophy classes and culture
classes. And they all came back

to travel for three weeks in

Turkey, Lebanon and Syria.

changed.
Grade Morell, a junior who
studied in Xiamen, China, said

Chinese program participants

Senior Robbie Booth, who also
studied in China, said his sense
of time is off. "Sometimes I
can't remember if I'm a fresh
man or a senior," he said.
Park said, "It is strange to

traveled for two weeks in north

always be around other

ure out stuff that doesn't

make sense in my mind,

exercise, to tell me all of

the physiological effects
of inactivity, and how it
influences my schoolwork. It does, you know.
It also releases stress,

student, I long

ing from God is
the only reas
surance I have.

ter and I are

deeper, just for
minute. As a

for home, for
somewhere to

belong, and for
those who love
me. Sometimes

best friends.

Going to school here
is one of my favorite
things of all, even rank
ing slightly above pepper
mint skim mochas with

out whip. However, if I
could make a list of

things that I struggle
with, number one would

be missing my family.
Luckily for me, my room
mates and I are a family,
supportirig and getting
along with each other,
everybody trying to use
the bathroom at once,

and divvying up menial
chores. I am the one who

gets to scrub the toilet,
but I guess I'm okay with

learned "how alike people are
even from the other side of the

They lived with host fami
lies, in dormitories and in flats.
They studied Russian, Chinese
and Spanish. They took art

all weird, hear

listen. My sis

studies and attended a Spanish

ters in Africa, Oxford, Australia

will go a little

one who will

school, participated m Bible

abroad programs.

I do get quiet some
times, though. I sit in my
room and wish that my
mom could help me fig

ing to be home.
When life gets

him and

Wa l l a c e s a i d b e i n g

a host family. When he was not immersed in a Spanish-speak
busy with his studies, he took a ing country was good for him
Latino dance class, taugh because he wants to go into the
English in an elementary education field. He said he
church. He said, "I wasn t

little brother.

pictures of

from Seville to Xiamen, George
Fox University students trav
eled the globe last semester to

all will work out.

participate in the Council of
Christian Colleges and
Universities (CCCU) study-

Columnist

which is one reason why
family of all time. I talk
I miss having
about them
fights
all the time,
As a Christian, pillow
with my sister.
especially my
I am also long
But now I
I always carry

to Sevile, Spain, and lived with

EDWARDS

I get so home

"every day was an adventure."
She

immersed

herself

in

bored!"

Other students spent semes
Most off-campus programs

did not limit their students to

world."
Now that they have

returned to the United States,
some students are having a

rough transition back into Fox.

Christians." He added, "In

ern China.

So what did the students

take away from their experi

Egypt, I had to remain vigilant
in my faith and constantly ques
tion my deepest convictions to

Chinese culture by- taking
karate and painting classes, eat

ences — other than skill with
chopsticks, English accents or

ing in traditional restaurants
and participating in cultural
events in the city.
Micah Park, a junior who

latino dance moves?

participated in the Middle East
Studies Program, spent most of
last semester in Cairo, Egypt.

politically, socially and eco
nomically worldwide," she
said. "I plan to be a part of

He volunteered at a local rescue

that."

mission, spent a week with an
Egyptian host family and

d i ff e r e n t l y, " P a r k s a i d . " I

Fendall, director of overseas
studies,
or
visit

attended cultural events and

learned that the world is ridicu

bestsemester.com. The dead

places such as weddings,
mosques and shows.
Senior Tyler Wallace went

lously complex. I learned to
just trust God and love people
like he says I must do, and then

line to apply for off-campus

Morell said she plans to
return to China. "Soon,

[China] will play a major role

"I learned to view the world

discover the truth."

Morell said in China she got
used to being the only blonde in
the room. Here, she said, she
does not have to worry about

breaking social norms, either.
Students interested in study
ing abroad through a CCCU
program can contact Lon

programs in 2005-2006 was
Jan. 15.

sick, but then my mom
calls me, and I am better

Correction;

somehow.

So here's my thought:
as a Christian, I am also
longing to be home.
When life gets all weird,
hearing from God is the
only reassurance I have.
And like school can get
stressful, so can living for
God. Looking forward to
spring break is sometimes
the only thing that gets
you through, somewhat
like knowing that God
has something amazing
waiting for you when it's

Willcuts 3 is a women's floor

WWW.

Call or go online at:

photograi^hy

.com

Getting Married?

a l l o v e r.

Want to spice up your

that.

engagement

Janelle (Pebbles) Dittus is a junior majoring in psy
chology. In her spare time, she enjoys listening to

announcements?

Matt Kearny, eating Fruity Pebbles cereal and kick

Need pictures of that

ing it on the weekends, "unless of course it is a
weekday."

The Crescent
Connection

special someone?

JESSICA TROUT, Editor-in-Chief

ANN DORN, Assistant Editor

DAN BENNETT, Sports Editor ,
JOHN MIDDLETON, Opinion Editor

CRYSTAL FARNSWORTH, A&E Editor

CHARITY J. EDWARDS r

Manager Copy Editor, Business
melanie s. mock o

EVANGELINE PATTlSfv
Director

Communications
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NEWS

New yearrnew web im

Blessings for
the journey

fresh design greets students returning frnm break
C RY S TA L

FARNSWORTH

M

A&E Editor
The GFU website has a

new look that recently greet
ed students returning from
winter break.

Peterson & Co., the
design firm responsible for
the final layout, worked with

a committee comprised of

cepts included in printed
publications from GFU.
These changes are the

pus to update the website.

introduction of new websites
in

a

few

months

for

George Fox schools, under

has been tracked since the

graduate admissions and

previous site was launched in
Sept. 2001.

Ti l i k u m . W h i l e r e m a i n i n g

site focused on providing a
site that was as user friendly
as possible while mirroring

't*

Id

::mm

tAJ

• ..B •
1

1

•

a

A
c

m

'

THE

^GO
t RUbFoxUNviensT
iY

true to the essential elements

of GFU's homepage, each
new site will cater distinctive

features and design to its
intended audience.

R E PA I R

MAN

Isaiah 58:12 says

"And those from among

^ you will rebuild the

ancient ruins; You will raise up the
age-old foundations; And you wiU be
called 'the repairer of the break,' the

M t

restorer of the streets in which to
dweU."

all

based on user feedback that

dardization of publications
at GFU, changes to the web

tawCM

hopes to update GFU's web
presence.
This idea includes the

In addition to the stan

9m

beginning of a much larger
project that will be under
continual progress this year.
Gloria Foltz, the director
of web development, said she

many departments on cam
Changes were primarily

With Pastor Gregg Lamm

the color scheme and con

WHAT'S NEW: Navigation links were moved to the left
side of all web pages. The search box now takes a more
prominent place in the top right comer. Graphics were
removed to improve theload time ofthe web pages.
A column on the home page was added to highlight interest
ing people and events

Most of us don't get excited about
making repairs. We'd rather clear the
path for something new than attempt
to fix up the old. And yet we must
begin with things as they are.
Through wooings both gentie and
demanding, we are called to believe
that God is the only real source of the
mending, reweaving and healing we
need.

God calls us to uncover the

breaks in our lives-and to honesdy
name their results-in our relationships,

Academic papers to find heme in student journal
SAM

writing contest. Details are
still being finalized, but
make the best written jour
nal submissions eligible for
cash prizes.

publish excellent academic

publishing their work can
be a significant advantage
in the application process.
Many fellowships and
applications use published

work.

worked as one criterion for

until Feb. 28. The Journal

selection. But publishing is
an impressive asset for a
resume in many future

staff can be contacted at

georgefoxjournal@yahoo. c

hopes not met. By friends who die or
betray us. By sickness or other distrac

o m .

tions.

career paths.

Details can be found

The

Staff Writer

new

Undergraduate Academic
After a semester's

worth of blood, sweat, toil
and tears, the term paper
is finally finished. The tire
less author went through a
draft, a revision and peer
editing.

Journal hopes to change
this by providing an
opportunity for George
Fox undergraduates to

The Journal's mission
is to establish a forum for

Now, after countless

the top notch work pro
duced at George Fox
which all too often goes

hours, the payoff comes.
An A. But what next?

Most masterpieces

Hunger of the soul is the essential
hunger, and yet how often we
pompously desire to do as we please,
seldom seeing the lunacy and mean-

venue to submit papers to.
For students with aspi
rations of graduate school,

thought.

GREENE

our work and in our selves.

To further provide an

produced by undergradu
ates are consigned to dorm
room floors or recycling

unpublished. Until now,

incentive for students to

George Fox students have
been disadvantaged by

container without another

their lack of an accessible

submit papers for publica
tion, the Journal plans to
team up with the ARC

the collaboration will

The Journal is now

accepting submissions

inglessness this road leads to.
Outwardly we are fulfilledand con
tent. But inwardly we know all too
well the meaning of T.S. Eliot's words,
"We had the experience, we missed the
meaning."

And the breaks in our lives grow
deeper, wider and more painful. By

And in the midst of this journey

online at

we must uncover, discover and recover

http://www.georgefox.edu
/journal/

faith. We must find God again and
believe there is something worthy of
giving ourselves to. We must realize
that in a world of substitutes, there is

no substitute for God. We must hang
onto the truth that devotion to God

makes the business of living signifi
cant.

GEORGE FOX
n v. l W G O t l C A L

*FM|NART

Talking about new begirmings is
useless if we're not willing to recog
nize our spiritual crisis. God has built
a bridge to us through Jesus Christ.
Are you willing to go to the bridge?
Step out onto it? Cross the bridge?
This bridge is able to support the
weight and the brokenness of our lives,
dreams and futures.

Hoping that things will work out
is not enough. We must invite Jesus

The seminary's focus ou
wholciiess^fased ivitfi
encotiiugement to strike
a balance between,

knowledge, self, and
spirit—is refreshing.

Christ to begin repairing in us.
Nobody said it would be easy. If you
want an easy faith, there are plenty to
choose from. Christianity isn't one of
them. Following Christ will cost you
everything you have. But as He repairs
all the corners of our lives, we know
he is worth the cost.

"Anyone who intends to come

with me [Jesus] has to let me lead.

E VA N G E L I C A L S E M I N A R Y

—Bfkse Ibftaant,

of DivlnUy <wtudene

You're not in the driver's seat; I am.
Don't run from suffering; embrace it.
Follow me and I'll show you how. Selfhelp is no help at all.. Self-sacrifice is

the way, my way, to saving yourself,
you true self. What good would it do

seminary. georgeJhx.edu • ft o o -49 3-4937

Hiiniary?i,MB

to get everything you want and lose

you, the real you?" (Mark 8:35)

I s s u e h Vo l . C X ' R n
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OPINION

Why YOU
1 will
not
shop
at
Wal-Mart
AliHHAV[N(i MONKV AT WAI.MAiriV - THINK AHAIN

Presidents' Day needs recognition
(JO BACK '1X)TH111CI<>1)AY WEEKEND IX)I{ PUESJDEK1>^' DAY
CHARITY

take a moment to compare

EDWARDS

sons

we

should

Presidents' Day off instead of
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day.
Reason 1: MLK Day is a
week after school starts,
whereas Presidents' Day is

sinated by gunmen during the

te r. I'm th e sa me as the next

did.

o ff i n t h e m i d d l e o f m i d t e r m s

course of the United States

instead of the second week of

for all time. The civil rights
MLK fought for would have

school.
We

should

happened anyway without
him, although we could
argue all day about how long
they would have taken.
Reason 3: Everyone else

honor and celebrate our pres
idents more than we honor
and celebrate MLK. I am in

no way descrying MLK's

ties I researched, five cele
brate MLK Day. And all five
take Presidents' Day off. (In
case you're wondering,

try through some of the most
turbulent periods of United
States history?

such that it's hard to

soy for sure exactly

Target, Sears, Kmart, J.C. Penney,

Washington Secretary of

Safeway and Kroger combined
according to fastcompany.com. This

Wa s h i n g t o n S t a t e . D e s p i t e
glaring problems in the

Fourteen thousand dollars is a

rough estimate of the semester
tuition at George Fox and the average
yearly pay of a sales clerk at your

ELECTION. Reed inn certi

college and we used to have a
three-day weekend for

Lincoln's birthday every
year? So do I.
In all fairness, we used to
take both days off. But a few
years ago, when the adminis
tration chose to take only one
of those days off, someone

decided MLK is more impor

HERE'S

company is too big.

local Wal-Mart.

fi e d I T.

This average pay of $8.50 an hour

Remember before we came to

lum.
Let's

Yet, I find the store destructive.
Wal-Mart no longer has any rivals.
This giant does more business than

who won.'

State Sam Reed, on the
governor's race in

suppliers are forced to go overseas to
manufacture their products to meet
such low prices. This results in even
fewer U.S. jobs.

You see, ever-cheaper prices have
consequences. Steve Dobbins, presi
dent of thread maker Carolina Mills

explains this weU: "We want clean
air, clear water, good living condi
tions, the best health care in the
world—yet we aren't willing to pay for
anything manufactured under those
restrictions."

bigger than
Target, Sears,

money is the root of all kinds of

The Bible says, "The love of
evil."

K-Mart,J.C.

We must decide to make decisions

Penney,
Safeway and
Kroger com

regarding spending with the welfare
of others in mind. I am willing to pay

bined.

birthday weekend or not.

extra money for a clean conscience

is about $1,000 below the govern
ment's definition of the poverty level
for a family of three. In fact, WalMart costs U.S. taxpayers $2,103 per

big dumb yellow rollback smiley.

employee in taxes paying employee

low prices comes with a very high

health insurance and welfare. So

JOHNNY

really, saving $.17 off the price of a

and this is why I "just say no" to that
The US consumer needs to wake

up and realize that the addiction to
price.

And you thought Ohio was bad...

have the money!" "Oh wait,

when he won the initial vote

the Democratic Party came up

l O H N

Opinion Editor

The company forces its suppliers
to reduce costs every year. This may
seem like a great idea, except many

Wa l - M a r t i s

tant than our presidents. And
th a t's w h a t b o th e rs me ,

MIDDI.ETON

say no" to that big dumb
yellow rollback smiley.

mean money-making machine.

either one.)
Reason 4: My birthday is
o n L i n c o l n ' s b i r t h d a y.

cially George Washington

my kindergarten
history curricu

"It's still hard to tell...
the voriobles are

I am willing to pay extra
money for a clean con
science and this is why I "just

the world's largest retailer with
$256.3 billion in yearly sales I proba
bly should admire them as a lean,

L i n fi e l d d o e s n ' t c e l e b r a t e

Long before you ever
learn of MLK in school, you
leam of our presidents, espe
and Abraham Lincoln. I,
for one, didn't even know
who MLK was until jun
ior high; but George
and Abe were part of

I know that business is business.
And since Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. is

OVER

does it. Of the six universi

impact on America in the
20th century; if you want to
honor him, go for it. But
wouldn't you rather honor
men who led our great coun

clearly deceptive.

as destructive as Wal-Mart.

non-violence advocate even

though Lincoln - and
Washington - shaped the

again—the savings at Wal-Mart are

good conscience shop at a store I find

But GFU celebrates the

person: I'll take a three-day
weekend whenever I can get
it. But really, I'm sure every
one would appreciate a day

1.5 jobs are lost elsewhere in the com

ed to sink in because I can't with

prime of their careers. And
both felt they were being led
by the Lord to do what they

2;

Over time something must have start

munity. Bargain? Umm, think

that for every job a Wal-Mart creates,

force-fed a little chapter called ethics
at the beginning of every semester.

violent one. Both were assas

halfway through the semes

Reason

Fox University I am pretty much

As a business major at George

they didn't want to fight Lincoln through a violent
war and MLK through a non

take

All the jobs that defenders say are

being created by Wal-Mart are bad
jobs. Three different studies show

their countries through wars
I can think of four rea

you much money now is it?

Editorial

Lincoln and MLK. Both led

Business Manager

tube of toothpaste isn't really saving

ANNK-MAP"^^ KENDALL

by 261 votes out of 2.9 million

every right to be angry.
But should that vote be

here is a surprise donation!" with the money for a recount.

counted? Apparently in a

So, in the weeks coming up to

heavily Democratic county

Christmas, a hand recount was

thousands of late absentee bal

A mockery of our very
own democracy wrapped up

desperately lookiDg for ways to

lots found by heavily
Democratic King County

performed.

hold onto its power, that vote

earlier this week. The

(where Seattle is located) that

Washington State Legislature
certified Christine Gregoire as
Governor, without question or
pause. What a joke. What a

brought down Rossi's lead into

The laughable part of this
whole procedure is Dino Rossi

the hundreds. In keeping with

still won! After the machine

lots in the first recount?!

Washington State election
rules, the closeness of the race
triggered an automatic

recount and multiple rule

People, either we have a com

machine recount of all of the

At this time, the
Democratic Party looked most

votes cast.

I'm going to ignore the

sham.

Normally, the certification

of a governor-elect is a quiet

votes.

should be counted.

"interpretations," Rossi still
held a 42-vote lead.

Let's take a step back and
think logically. A recount is a
second counting of already

Democrats had another

Amid a growing unrest in
Washington, protests and calls
for a re-vote, Gregoire keeps
acting as if nothing is wrong,

counted ballots. Correct?

needed was one million dol

So where does King
County have the gall to intro

lars to pay for a hand recount.

duce more ballots after the ini

down logic road. What is

and that this has indeed been a
normal race.

tial count? Cue the

more biased; a machine, or a

Democrats' age-old mantra of
"count every vote." I'm all for
counting every legitimate vote,

being the closest governor's
race in our nation's history.
Republican Dino Rossi, with
his message of change in a
stubbornly Democratic state,
surprised everyone but himself

but count it when all of the

hand recount or a machine
recount? if you guessed

and those who believed in him

office's fault and that voter has

event, especially when the
same political party retains
power. Not this time.

Tiie 2004 race for governor

in Washington State ended up

January

other ballots are counted.
If a voter doesn't have his

vote counted because a county
elections office screws up, then
it is that county elections

desperate. Luckily, the

Lo and behold, the ever-

trustworthy King County
managed to find even more

ballots! Where were these bal

pletely idiotic county elections
board, or we have a clear case
of fraud.

After 38 counties reported
and the hand recount kept

Rossi in the lead, it was King

fraud. What I do know is that

I'm not sure who won on Nov.

2, and I'm not going to call
Christine Gregoire my gover
n o r .

A recent poll by Spokane

station KHQ-TV of my fellow
Washington residents shows a

majority agrees: 62% want a
re-vote — and that includes

45% of Democrats and 76% of
Republicans.
I stand with them. A re-

vote is the only way I will

^ow who my true governor

is. A re-vote is the only way
Gregoire (if she is truly the
Governor) can hope to unite

County's turn. For the first

the state of Washington and

tory, a recount reversed the

stated in her inaugural

human? If you guessed

Gregoire, instead of Rossi

want to see change. We can

human, youTe batting 1.000.
So what is more accurate, a

Governor-elect,

chance at this thing. All they

Again, let's take a walk

machine this time, you have
successfiaily completed Logic
101.

But, alas, in the most dra
matic fashion - "We won't

time in Washington State his
of an election ■outcome
Gregoire by
129 votes

was determined to be my '
Even worse, because the

dection outcome changed the
Democratic Party now gets to

tere-pa,d by the taxpayers o?
Washington! In effect In,'?

for the hand recount ^
1 don't know if the

Democratic Party commited

get some work done, as she so
address.

Citizens of Washington

start with a re-vote, and then
we can head over to King
County.

Tlianks to www.soundpoli'
tics.com for information and their

tireless coverage of the election. Go
to "^^ww.revotewa.com to sign the
petition for a re-vote.
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OPINION

From the Fen of the President
M AT T H E W
C O X

ASC

The need to stay
"In

the

world"

President

I am 23 years old and
less than four months

from graduation. This
realization has resulted in
two distinct fear«. The

first concerns my level of
maturity and experience.
When I was 16 I imag
ined my 23-year-old self a

IMiAClK i:()K I X)H( IN'0 SPiniTUAL 1>EMTEK( E IS CAl SIXCi THE'DEATH'OF THE ITNHOltN
means in practice is, "Student
Life is prepared to stand over the
mother and father as they exact

v S T E V E N T. O N n
Editorial

In a chapel of fall 2003, Sally
Winn spoke about the practical
task of Pro-life on a college cam

both judicial and spiritual repen

pus. Because abortion is legal,
Sally argued, it is our task to
ensure that pregnant students

In fact the two are so inter

tance until the desired penitence
is seen."

these institutions were taken over

by or implemented by more fero
cious directors and wardens,
what was once physical violence
became psychological violence.
Mental illness tended to woreen,
criminals

tended

to

not

be

like Urban Services. If
we fail to address the

wounds and injustices of
our world, our faith will
ultimately become a faith

calm collected individual

for the comfortable.

contemplating marriage,
events. Somehow the last

Concern is not enough,
and sympathy alone will
not do; the redeemed

seven years failed to pro

must act.

mortgages and current

Total institutional tragedy in George Fox Student Life

Fortunately, this

mindset is easily remedied
by actions we can practice
at Fox through programs

duce such an individual.
I have not fallen in

love, my room and board

are provided (at a cost) by

The second threat to
our faith comes from the

ubiquitous presence of
Christian culture. Today's

Fox and, thanks to "the

American Christians can

bubble," current events are

surround themselves with

distant events.

Christian friends, media,
products and even a

More vexing than this,
I still take pleasure in the
most juvenile acts, many

Christian work environ
ment. We can create a

t w i n e d i t i s d i f fi c u l t t o s e e w h e r e

reformed but deformed, and

one ends and the other begins.
How is it that George Fox, a
school founded by compassionate

some went mad.

work for others and jeop
ardize ray witness.

is "safe for the whole fam

gram, has become structured into

Notice the similarity between •
these Quaker total institutions
and George Fox. What began
with compassionate Quaker roots
has been seized upon and cor

world that, as one local
radio station brands itself,

psychologically caring environ

campus acting like a high

ily."
Unfortunately, the sur
rounding world is not safe
for the whole family. If

such an austere institution?

rupted by more ferocious

school freshmen. In the

we isolate ourselves from

m e n t .

George Fox was conceived by
its Quaker founders as a "total

Christians. Disciplinary prac

end, usually neither per

the world, any reason we

tices written with words of love

s o n a fi t s .

give for the hope we have

institution" which has sovereign

have become governed by an

have the atmosphere and
resources that encourage and
enable

them

to

choose

life.

Examples of this are housing for

single mothers, daycare and a

Sally asked the students for a

show of hands of any student
who knew of another student

Quakers and renowned for it

graduate clinical psychology pro

of which create more

I#spend my days torn
between reasonable bed

times and running around

My second fear is that

ty over not only the entire lives of

unwritten code of psychological

my faith and that of my

having sex. The majority of the

it smembers but over their spiritu

violence.

students raised their hands. But

al formation as well.

peers will not be relevant
to the post-Fox world. I

when she asked if they had ever
seen a pregnant student at George

The Quakers have been very
actively involved in forming insti
tutions for the past 200 years, but

Fox, all hands fell.

Afterward a group of con
cerned students questioned what
efforts George Fox is making to

they have only been active in two
other types of total institutions:

protect the unborn. Katie
Kamilos, a student who had
worked in the George Fox Health

lum began in 1798 and was called

and Counseling Center, spoke up.
According to Katie, as many as
10 GFU students a year seek
abortions.
When

the

Health

and

the asylum and the prison.
The Quaker reform to the asy
The Retreat. What made The

Retreat different from any previ
ous asylum was that, through a
powerful collective disciplinary
structure, it was able to replace
many of the physical restraints

Counseling Center was ques
tioned about this number they

with non-physical restraints and

said "No type of information like

control.

that exists." When asked if any
GFU student had ever received

an abortion, the same answer was
given.
According to Kamilos, unwed
mothers are unwilling to be

forced to undergo the spiritual
shame and degradation Student

Life demands they pay as peni
tence for the child God has given
them. Instead, unwed mothers at
George Fox either get abortions
or drop out of school.
The Student Handbook's

pregnancy statement says that

Student Life is "prepared to stand
with both the mother and the

father as they consider the results
of their actions, deal with the

and controls of the older asylums

The other significant Quaker
contribution to the structuring of
total institutions began around
1829 in the Penn. prison system.
Eastern State Penitentiary was
designed to force the prisoner to
reflect upon his crime and to
become "penitent," hence the
name "Penitentiary."

Prisoners were kept in solitary
confinement, were not allowed to

unpalatable package. For
this reason, on top of act

there are as many as 10 student

am concerned with our

ing on behalf of the
world, the redeemed must

abortions a year is exaggerated

faith, not the object of our

interact with the world.

faith: Jesus Christ.

Finally, our faith is in
danger when we settle for
anything less than the
powerful and identifiable

Even if Katie's claim that

and most pregnant students sim
ply leave, even a few abortions
being caused by this Student Life

practice is far too many. Pregnant
students should not be fleeing the
university in fear.
Though we have focused on
only one particular issue of the

unwritten code of psychological
violence at George Fox, it is by no
mean confined to this particular

issue. Much more of the ground
water of life here has been poi
soned and it continues to not spir
itually form our Community but
spiritually deform it.
In response to the reality of
this poisoning the instution must

President Brandt

touched on this subject

during the first chapel of
the year. He spoke on

work of the Holy Spirit.

"being in the world." We
all-too-often ignore this

Throughout Acts and even
at Christ's water baptism

inverse of the much

w e fi n d m o d e l e d a

preached on "...not of the

dependency on the filling

world" imperative. To his

or baptism of the Holy

comments I shall add my

Sprit.

thoughts and convictions.
In order to comply with
this column's word limit, I

ing is a church in which
signs, healings and

have distilled those

revivals come to pass: a

thoughts and convictions
into three points.

c h u r c h t h a t i s i d e n t i fi e d

T h e r e s u l t o f t h i s fi l l

with the presence of God

danger of becoming irrele

and not buildings, rhetoric
or any other necessary but

acknowledge this spiritual poi

vant because of inaction.

i n s u f fi c i e n t e f f o r t o f

soning so Christ's antidote of rec

Those called of Christ are

humanity.

onciliation may begin to return
vitality to this body. It must recant

this malpractice by surrendering
spiritual sovereignty to the com
munity so the institution no
longer spiritually forms the com

speak to one another, were munity but the community spiri
allowed to hear only the voice of tually forms the instution.
a preacher and were only allowed
It is the responsibility of we
to read the Bible. Judicial peni the students and faculty members
tence and religious penitence of George Fox University who
were combined in order to totally cherish this community and have
reform criminals.

will be conveyed in an

seen the effects of the unwritten

Both of these total institutions

code of psychological violence to

consequences and experience the
forgiveness that comes through
repentance."

were formed by the compassion
ate Quakers in order replace their
cruel and inhumane predecessors.

But what this statement really

resist it. The community must
protect others by not being
trapped into believing we must

However, when the controls of

submit to institutional hierarchy.

First, our faith is in

called to the problems of

So check out Acts 1:1-

the world. Unfortunately,

8,2:1-14, 4:23-31, and

we are often willing to

19:1-4. Hear the chal

abandon the world and

lenge contained within
these verses and press into
God's presence. Seek

label the victimized and
disenfranchised.

The poor are lazy,
women considering abor

every move of the Spirit.

tions are whores and mur

I suspect if we devote
ourselves to this end, all

derers, the homosexual is
an abomination and those

S e e k t o b e fi l l e d .

subsequent ends will fall
into place. We will find

suffering from aids (the
single largest humanitari
an crisis of our time) are

our hearts leaping at every

suffering from a liberal

with or act on behalf of

issue. This mentality
turns the very persons
whom Christ would have
embraced into a faceless

group of "others."

opportunity to interact

our world. In that place of
prayer we may even find
peace for whatever life

milestonewe are facing, be
it 23 or 53.

"issue
1

^1
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All

seniors

from spiritual formation credits

M
o w iiff aa student
s t u d e nreceives
t
Now,

listen to an online digital replay

new probation policy
taking effect this semester

ry of it. Students have one

In a recent move by
Student Life and the Cabinet,
seniors are now automatically

exempt from spiritual forma
tion credits. In years past, sen

iors have had to apply for

exemption and were only eligi

ble during their second semes
t e r.

Vice President for Student
Life Brad Lau notified students
of the decision on Jan. 11, the

day classes started this semes
t e r.

The same memorandum

outlines a new program for

chapel probation. In previous
years, if a student had fewer

M O L LY

BOYLE

FULL AUDITORIUM: Students, faculty and staff take ijme out of their busy schedules to worship God
in chapel twice a week. A new policy provides seniors automatic exemption from chapel

fewer than 21, he or she has to

Policy outlines
new exemptions,

than 21 spiritual formation
credits, he or she had to make
up the difference the next
semester. Repeated violations
of the policy could result in sus
pension or expulsion.

of a chapel and write a summa
week after finals to fulfill the

requirements, or they will have
to deal with account and regis

tration holds.
No one seems to be con

cerned with the changes, cur
rent seniors least of all.
Second-semester senior Jessica
Tessen likes the fact that she
does not have to petition for

exemption. First-semester sen
ior John Middleton checked his
Bruindata several times to
make sure he really was
exempt.

Junior Nicole Anglin said

she was going to petition for
exemption both semesters any

way. She just hopes juniors will
not be exempt in a couple years.
Unlike past decisions

passed down from the adminis
tration, no foxmail folder dis
cussions have been devoted to

senior exemptions as of yet.

The Chapel Band:
Worshiping God, serving students
chance at the position.
The chapel band is a student

and other events, such as Over
the Edge and campus retreats.

Their name:

employment position, and
members are paid for 10 hours a

The George Fox University

week. Lamm said sometimes

Chapel Band.

they work more and sometimes

McNeal, saxophone, said the
requirements "are very reason
able." Anderson said, "It is way
worth the time put in, and very

Campus Pastor Gregg
Lamm instituted the chapel

and other events are extra and

band. When he started as cam

them.

pus pastor 14 years ago, the
chapel band did not exist. He

This year's chapel band con
sists of Trevor Orton, Mindy

said, "I knew I wanted to have a

Anderson, Rick McNeal,
Adam Clough, Tyler Hadley,

Their job description:
leading worship.

permanent worship band. We

less. He said campus retreats
the band does not get paid for

rewarding."
From spending so much
time together, the chapel band
forms a special bond. Orton,
chapel band leader, said, "It's
pretty tight. We're all very good
friends. It's a very encouraging
and prayerful environment."

M a t t H a r t z e l l a n d K r i s t i B u t l e r.

"We love each other and

every chapel service."
Not that the special music

Anderson, alto vocalist, applied
last year for the position and

know how to have fun," said
McNeal. "Community is some

was a bad thing, by any means.
But he feels having a more con
sistent group leading worship

said, "I wanted to be a part of

thing we consistently look to
improve."

about half the time has worked

ipate in the work the Lord was
and is doing on this campus."
This is Anderson's first year

used to have special music

out well.

Each year Lamm chooses
the next year's band. The cur

something greater than myself,
be on the front lines and partic

The chapel band enjoys
being able to lead the campus in
worship. Anderson said, "We
pray for you, and care so much

release a CD later

things we focus on," he said.
McNeal said behind the

in the band and she said she

about the state of each of your

will likely return next year.
The chapel band rehearses

hearts and the way the Lord is
Orton said a lot of hard

dents to stay in the band two

together once a week, eats din
ner together once a week and

work and prayer go into the

years to allow other students a

leads worship during chapel

band. "Those are the two main

rent band and sometimes the

new student chaplain also help

in the process. He allows stu

More

than

just chapel
How to get chapel credits
without going on Monday

and Wednesday mornings
The Spiritual Formation
program at George Fox is "an

The program has three pri

moving in your life."

Small groups are led by stu

mary components: chapel,

dents and meet once a week.

small groups and serve trips.
Most students are required to

Students can sign up with a

fulfill 21 Spiritual Formation
credits per semester.

or they can ask to be placed in a

At least 13 credits must

group in the Student Life office,
group.

Campus Pastor Gregg

come from chapel, plus a possi

Lamm said students have many

ble four credits each for a serve

more options now than before.
He said they used to have so

trip or small group.
Serve trips happen every

few options that "we just kept

integral part of the total faithlearning experience," says the

winter and spring. Students and

track of misses."

leaders travel to various loca

student handbook.

tions in the western United
States for a week of service.

Originally, 35 chapels were
offered and students had to
attend 24. Now, students have

lanuary

scenes or off-stage, the chapel
band is just like everyone else.

release it this semester.
Lamm said auditions for
next year's chapel band will be

The chapel band is currently the week after spring break. He
the only open positions
recording a CD and hopes to expects
to be drums and electric guitar.
90 options for spiritual forma-

uon credits and they need only

In addition to Monday and
Wednesday chapete. students

get chapel credit for attending
Prayer for the Nations on

Tuesday nights, open worship

events that do not seem spiritu
al? Lamm said the center of
our community is Christ, "and
so music and drama and even

faculty lectures can and should
be done with the call and
anointing of Christ."

said, "as we learn to
during select chapel times see Lamm
Christ
at
work in these nat
evemng chapel sessions, morn- ural areas, they
take on a spiri
ng and evening prayer, faculty
tual
dimension
that
to miss out
lectures and a variety of other
evening options.

But why do students get
f^ation credits for

on would mean we're wallow

ing in the sin of sloth."

Issue IT'ilFCK^

21.2nns
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®aii mandatory

«»*apel be spiritual?
Students andm^

Ozga said some chapels are
enjoyable, but some are not.

r),,„ ^ fue issue.

Z7'>^oes
(^uapel anyway. ,„

"You shouldn't dread going to

chapel just so you can get your
credits," she said.

Nontraditional student

always"'t?
C
ampus Pastor ct® t""'
said chapel is "as im
thegeneraleducao
tirequriements.

^

Lammwentontosaythat

academics without spiritual for
mation ,s like "a monastery
without a library." The two

Bnan Cottrell thinks chapel is
valuable but should not be

required. He attends chapel 6070 percent of the time even

though he is technically
exempt.

Cottrell, a commuter, said
going to chapel helps him con

nect with God during the week
and connect with students out

compliment each other well he side of class. He said going to
said.

'

chapel is "worth the effort

Not everyone agrees. Even [because I] worship with my
though they know about the 21 peers."

mandatory credits when they
enroll, some students think they

should not be forced to attend

Sophomore Rebecca
Crirmion said she would rather
not go to chapel, calling it a
"waste of my time" and some

chapel. Sophomore Stacey thing to "get out of the way!"
Ozga said requiring spiritual
formation "gives it a bad con
notation."

or sleeping.
To students with Crinnion's

opinion, staff member Mark

Pothoff said, "Their priorities
are not in the right place."
Some professors see chapel
as worth their time. Dwight
Kimberly, professor of biology,
said: "I am a biologist who
often experiences God through
my senses, and chapel can cre
ate this setting."
Neal Ninteman, associate
professor of mathematics and
engineering, agrees. He said

chapel gives him a way to work
out his priorities in real life. "I

go to chapel because I get to,
not because I have to,"
Ninteman said.

Both professors value the
chance to stop in the middle of
the week and focus on God.

Kimberly said, "Twice per
week we come together to

Crinnion feels the chapel hour
is often better spent doing

affirm the reason we are all here
- to enhance our love affair

something else such as studying

w i t h t h e C r e a t o r. "

M O L LY

BOYLE

MANDATORY PRAISE? Chapel provides a welcome opportunity
to worship God, say some students. Others disagree

Chapel choices, changes
HOW DO GFU'S
CHAPEL

Why 21 credits?
Who chooses the speakers?
What exactly is the SFPAC?

REQUmEMENTS
C O M PA R E ?

So, where does the 21 come
from? "It's somewhat arbi

trary," Gregg Lamm said in an

Azusa: All full-time stu

dents, including residents
and commuters, must

attend chapel three times

per week (10 absences

per semester allowed)
Linfield: No required

chapel; chapels in multi
ple religions and denomi
nations offered on a vol
untary basis

Seatle Pacific: Only 10
campus-based fatih
exploration act.vities pe

quLr,butfivehoursof
immunity service per
quarter

Western Baptsi:i^®
required chapcl,D"t

(one reg
il o
i n ca
l ss per
semester)

interview Nov. 29. .And it does
seem like a random number of

behind on spiritual formation
credits faced potential suspen
sion or expulsion.
The administration recent

ly revised the probation policy.
Under the new system, in effect
Spring 2005, students listen to
digital replays of chapel servic
es online in order to make up
the credits. They then write
summaries to prove they lis
tened to the services.

Mark Pothoff, dean of stu

spiritual formation credits to
require.

dents

at

students age 23 and up are

times without success to invite

automatically exempt from
chapel requirements.
Students may apply for par
t i a l e x e m p t i o n ( 11 c r e d i t s
instead of 21) if they have con
flicts with work, student teach

Jimmy Carter to speak in
chapel, but the former U.S.
President charges over $50,000
for one speaking engagement.
Lamm breaks the chapel

ing, etc.
When Lamm speaks to
prospective students about
mandatory chapel, he tells
them the spiritual formation
program is "as important as the
general

G F U ,

e d u c a

forever," Lamm said. He is the

said

t

campus pastor and director of

universi

"The number was 24 for

the

Christian Ministries. "But a few

ty

has

years ago, it just made sense to

more

of

change it to 21."
Lamm said lowering the

a prob

requirement caused many peo

people

lem

with

ple to protest, but he felt it was

who scan

When he came to George

cards and

a move in the right direction.

Fox University, Lamm said, the

coUege had 700 undergraduate
students and no budget for

chapel. He has seen and insti

their
t

h

ID
e

n

l e a v e

The spiritual forma
tion program is "as

important as the gen
eral education

requirements."
-Gregg Lamm

dents to get their credits."
Students need 21 spiritual for
mation credits per semester and
now they typically have over 90

speakers before he invites them.
He said he asks speakers how

ments."

God has called them to minister

Speak
ers

are

an

opportunites to get those credits.

Until this semester, stu

dents on "chapel prohation"
made up the msi sed number of
rredits the next semester.

Students regularly falling

H e f e l t a s t a ff m e m b e r ' s

presence was not entirely effec
tive. "If people were serious
about skipping, they left
through other doors," he
said. ,

most

of

the

wants the speaker to address.
Other times, he discusses possi
ble topics with the speakers.

of

the

chapel
p r o g r a m
and
are

Very rarely does he just let the

primarily

out any imput.

ers and sticking with them.
Lamm also gets feedback
from focus groups and talks to
pastors from other campuses
with chapel programs. He
invites speakers back whom he
feels have been a good fit for the
campus.

Some well-known chapel

d e n t s d o n o t h a v e t o f u l fi l l

chapel requirements. Seniors,

and Kay Arthur.

off-campus study students, and

said

tant part

speakers have been Brennan
Manning, Richard Foster, Mark
Hatfield, Nancie Carmichael

Several categories of stu

Lamm

time he chooses a topic he

by the
Spiritual

m o r e .

to college students.

impor-

than with

said they do not do that any

in advance.

Lamm said he queries

c h o s e n

scanned and left, but Pothoff

advance, speakers for medium
chapels a year in advance, and
for little chapels a few months

requiie-

o

chapel

lobby and monitor people who

Speakers for the big chapels are
contacted two or three years in

n

i

eople
tuted many changes in the pro pwho
just do not fulfill their F o r m a t i o n P r o g r a m m i n g
gram since then.
requirements.
Advisory Council (SFPAC).
Lamm said, 'T knew I
Lamm said the SFPAC is com
A Student Life staff mem
wanted the chapel program to b e r u s e d t o s i t i n t h e B a u m a n mitted to finding chapel speak

have more opportunities for stu-

planning into three stages: what
he calls big, medium and little.

Lamm said he has tried six

speaker choose the topic with
About

one

third

of

the

chapels are planned by ASC,
the Religion Department and
Student Life, Lamm said.
Lamm

has

worked

for

GFU for 14 years, arriving in
1991

as

the

director

of

Christian Ministries. He said

GFU has always had some type
of chapel program, although it
has varied greatly.
In addition to organizing
chapels, Lamm works with the
church relations department,
meets on several faculty com
mittees, works with the Parent's
Council and leads a May Serve
at least every other year.
Lamm also spends at least
10 hours a week in one-on-ones

with students, often counseling.
I s s u e 6 Vo l . C X X l
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the
legacy
Of
Martin
Luther
King
Jr.
Ta k i n g A look at the life of a revolutionary leader, non-violence advocate

aige

ANNA

Southern Christian Leadership

MCLAIN

Conference in 1957.

Staff Writer

In 1959, seeking further

On Jan. 17, George Fox

University observed a national
holiday by taking a day off

According to the editor of
www.phobialist.com, all of

understanding of Gandhi's
nonviolent strategies. King
toured India.

African American college

found in some reference

from classes. Many students
were able to sleep in, finish

students started a wave of sit-in

book."

homework and spend time with

protests that led to the forma

friends as our nation honored

tion of the Student Nonviolent

the life and legacy of Martin
Luther King Jr.
Martin Luther King Jr. was
an outstanding man with a

Coordinating Committee in
1960. King supported the stu

Computers- Cybcrphobia
Going to schoolDidaskaleinophobia (Try
pulling that one on your pro
fessors some day: "1 can't
come to class today; I have a
bad case of didaskalcinophobia.")
Knowledge- Gnosiophobia or
Epislemophobia
Numbers- Arithmophobia or

great passion. He was one of

King, but they were critical of

the most visible advocates of
non-violence as a method of

his leadership style and were
determined to maintain their

social change and justice.

independence.

Numcrophobia (Can you imag
ine walking into registration
and freaking out because you

Theological Seminary in
Pennsylvania and Boston

get your mailbox key with

his understanding of theologi
cal scholarship and explored

cials who were knowh for their

Mahatma Gandhi's nonviolent

and unarmed black demonstra

strategy for social change.
King married Coretta Scott
in 1953, and the following year
he became the pastor of Dexter

tors. The police, armed with

these phobias "have been

Before you go to college, you
should make sure you 're not
afraid of...
Books- Bibliophobia

King was born in Atlanta
on Jan. 15, 1929. A son of a
pastor, King's roots were in the
African-American Baptist

Porphyrophobia (Just in case
you're in Miggins's Modem
Novel class)
Writing- Graphophobia

If you are Make sure your
afraid of... spouse isn 'I
afraid of...

Crozer

Old people- TeenagersGerontophobia Ephcbiphobia
Sitting down- Standing
Kathisophobia uprightBasistasiphobia
Life would be dijficult if you
were afraid of
Airborne noxious substances-

Aerophobia

in "A Scries of Unfortunate

Events." Enough said.)
You better hope your room
mate isn't terrified of...
Defeat- Kakorrhaphiophobia
(We've all known people who
hate to lose, but people who
are scared to lose? That's !

just...scary.)
Disorder or untidiness-

Ataxophobia
Justice- Dikephobia
Small objects- Tapinophobia
Come again'-'
Peanut butter sticking to the
roof of the mouth-

"Freedom

activists as he faced criticism

pate in the rides.
In the spring of 1963 a
protest in Alabama arose
between local white police offi
violence towards integration

dogs and fire hoses, made

newspaper headlines all over

responded to the protests by

Montgomery's
cy on buses,
launched a
elected King

submitting broad civil rights
legislation to Congress, which

the

led to the passage of the Civil

segregation poli
African Americans
bus boycott and
president of the

to

follow

newly formed Montgomery
Improvement Association.
In Dec. 1956 the United

States Supreme Court declared
Alabama's segregation laws
unconstitutional, and
Montgomery buses were deseg
regated.

PICTURE COURTESY www.archives.gov/digital_classroom/les-

the world.

Montgomery, Ala.
On Dec. 5, 1955, after civil

sons/memphis_v_mlk/memphis_v_mlk.hlml
A MAN WITH A VISION: Martin Luther King Jr. dedicated his
life to the nonviolent protest of racial inequality in the United States
With the fame and accolades

supporting striking sanitation

demonstrations followed in the

self-defense and black national

workers in Memphis, he deliv

March on Washington for Jobs
and Freedom on Aug. 28, 1963,
in which more than 250,000

ism. King also faced public crit

ered his final address, "I've
Been to the Mountaintop."
The next day, April 4, 1968,

protesters gathered in
Washington, D. C.
It was on the steps of the
Lincoln Memorial that King

icism from the "Black Power"

slogan.
King's effectiveness was
not only hindered by divisions
among black leadership, but
also by the increasing resistance

delivered his famous "I Have a

he encountered from national

Dream" speech.
King's notoriety continued
to grow as he became Time

Montgomery, King and other
southern black ministers began

magazine's Man of the Year in
1963 and the recipient of the

designed to help economic
problems that had not been

to

Nobel Peace Prize in 1964.

addressed by earlier civil rights

i

build

such

and

success

founded

the

The following year, while

Rights Act of 1964. Mass

in

With

reforms.

came a conflict in leadership
with Malcolm X's message of

political leaders.
In late 1967, King initiated
a Poor People's Campaign

Beautiful women-

Caligyncphobia
Good news- Euphobia
Laughter- Gcliophobia
Everything - Panophobia,
Panphobia, Pamphobia, or
Pantophobia (Aunt Josephine

1961

President Kennedy

refused

'

The

Rides" deepened the tension
between King and younger

Avenue Baptist Church in

rights activist Rosa Parks

Bathing- Being dirtyAblutophobia Automysophob
ia

attended

University, where he deepened

numbers on it?)
Poetry- Mctrophobia
Purple, the color-

Student activists admired

for his decision not to partici

church.
He

dent movement.

King was assassinated.
To this day, King remains a
controversial symbol of the

African American civil rights
struggle, valued by many for his
martyrdom on behalf of nonvi

olence and condemned by oth
ers for his strong, rebellious
views.

Phantom of the Opera' haunts hig screen

RACHEL

REITMEVER

Staff Writer
The darkened movie the

ater, full of hushed whispers
and tangible anticipation, is the
perfect metaphor for Andrew
Lloyd Weber's "The Phantom
of the Opera."

Originally a classic stage
production, the magic of "The
Phantom of the Opera" lives on

and carries its mystery into the
amazing film adaptation.
Undiluted with famous

grows into an unmanageable

was long overdue. The stage

Set almost entirely in an

obsession as the Phantom tries

opera house, the lead protago
nist, hopeful chorus girl
Christine (Emma Rossum),
finds herself filling in for the
lead soprano Carlotta (played

desperately to obtain her love
and possess her through the

versions are magnificent, and
the movie version is just as mys
tical and spellbinding.

Meanwhile, Christine's
love for Raul grows. The two

lacking, but Emma Rossum's

by an unrecognizable Minnie
Driver) who quits due to a mys
terious accident that happens in

embark on a secret engagement,

carries them both.

lently pining for Christine hears

Phantom even less than Raoul,

rehearsal.

their plans and sets up a trap in
one last attempt to persuade

if possible. Due to their com

fi l m .

After her amazing perform

sweet seduction of music.

unaware that the Phantom vio

ance, Christine's childhood
sweetheart Raoul (Patrick

Christine to join him in the

Wilson) sees her from the audi
ence and wants nothing more

Joel Schumacher does a

Arachibutyrophobia.

actors to push the film (com

Long words-

pared to other musical films
such as "Chicago" or "Moulin

than to pick up their childhood

darkness.

Butler's voice talents are

delightful soprano performance
The

critics

liked

the

plaints about the set, cosmmes,
casting and even vocals, the
movie slowly disappeared,
much like the phantom himself,

romance. However, there is the

phenomenal job in directing
this film, taking care to keep the
authentic feeling of the stage

movie was not advertised well

Rogue"), "The Phantom of the
Opera" relies on a wonderful
musical score and talented per

classic catch. Christine's myste
rious masked tutor, a disfigured

a n d t o a v o i d t h e fl a s h i n e s s t h a t

due to the lack of "star power"

ruins many film adaptations of

endorsement, it is no wonder

and cruelly-treated genius

musicals. I found myself

that the Phantom is so under

The Crescent arc tnjly sorry,
but we can't help you. Neither

formers to catch its audience's

(Gerard Butler) who has been
secretly instructing her in music

immersed in every note of the

appreciated.

are we trying to make fun of
you, but you can take offense
if you want to.

meaning and plot of the movie
are revealed in song, which

won't allow the romance.
This masked Phantom's

ing inspired and amazed.
A film adaptation of this

"Phantom" up. It may not be a
traditional film-buff movie, but

adds an authentic feel to the

infatuation with Christine

beautiful and intricate musical

"Phantom" fans will love it.

Ilippopotomonstrosesquippcda
liophobia (No comment)
Editor's note: If you have one
of these phobias, the editors of

anuary 2't , 2005

attention. Short in dialogue, the

music and left the theater feel

i n t h e b o x o f fi c e .
Add in the fact that the

Don't hesitate to look

"Issue 6Afel. CXXI
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Golden OloliBS honor

Make a world of
dijjerence ...

major names in HDllinNood
C RY S TA L

FARNSWORTH

Supporting Actor: Clive
Owen, "Closer"

A&E Editor
The 62nd Golden Globes

was held Jan. 16 at the Beverly

Director: Clint Eastwood,

"Million Dollar Baby"

Hilton Hotel with big names
and productions winning the

Best Screenplay: "Sideways"

major awards. Hosted by the
Hollywood Foreign Press
Association, the Golden

Original Score; Howard
Shore, "The Aviator"

Globes has a reputation for
predicting who will win
Oscars in the later award cere

Original Song: Mick Jagger
and David A. Stewart, "Old

mony in Feb.
This year's winner of the
Globes prestigious Cecil B.

Habits

Die

DeMille Award for contribu

Te l e v i s i o n

Hard"

from

" A l fi e "

tions to the entertainment

industry is Robin Williams.

Best

Past winners have included A1

Series-Drama:

" N i p / Tu c k "

Pacino, Audrey Hepburn,

... become a teacher

Robert Redford and Dustin

Actress in a Drama: Mariska

Hoffman.

H a r g i t a y, " L a w & O r d e r :
Special Victims Unit"

With hotly debated films
like

Earn a Master of Arts in Teaching from
George Fox University

"The

Phantom

of

the

Opera" earning nominations

Actor in a. Drama: Ian

at this year's Globes, many

McShane, "Deadwood"

predict that the Golden

Call for an information packet
800-631-0921

George
'school

Fox

mat.georgefox.edu

of

E D U C A T I O N

Globes will surpass the
Oscars' better safe Aan sorry

Best Musical or Comedy

voting motto.

Housewives"

Movies

Actress

Best Motion Picture-Drama:

C o m e d y : Te r i H a t c h e r ,
"Desperate Housewives"

Series: "Desperate

in

a

Musical

or

"The Aviator"
Actor

Elektra' provides easy entenalnment

Actress in a Drama: Hilary

in

a

Musical

or

Swank, "MillionDoUarBaby"

Comedy: Jason Bateman
"Arrested Development"

Actor in a Drama; Leonardo

Best Miniseries or TV Movie:

DiCaprio "The Aviator"

"The Life and Death of Peter
Sellers"

Best Motion Picture-Musical

or Comedy: "Sideways"

Actress in a Miniseries or TV

Movie: Glenn Close, "The
Actress

in

a

Musical

or

Comedy: Annette Bening,
"Being Julia"

Lion in Winter"
Actor in a Miniseries or TV

Movie: Geoffrey Rush, "The
Actor

in

a

Musical

or

Comedy: Jamie Foxx, "Ray"

Life

and

Death

of

Peter

Sellers"

Best Foreign Language: The Supporting Actress: Anjelica

Sea Inside" Spain Huston, "Iron Jawed Angels"
Supporting Actress: Natalie Supporting Actor: William
P o r t m a n , " C l o s e r " S h a t n e r, " B o s t o n L e g a l "

PICTURE COURTESY OF: htlp://www.allmoviephoto.com/photo/2003_daredevil_007.htmltal_classroom/lessons/memphis_v_mlk/memphis_v_mlk.html

OLD ROLE, NEW MOVIE: Elektra, played by "Alias"and " 13 Going on 30" star Jennifer Garner,

first appeared in the movie "Daredevil." The comic book-based character now has her own movie
fpgsirA TROUT
Editor-in-Chief

Jennifer Garner is known

rior who can tip the balance
between good and evil in either

watcher will not notice them

direction. Therefore, two soci

In fact, because "Elektra"
does not try to explain all the
details of the societies, it does
not get bogged down by longwinded explanations or by long

eties on opposing sides attempt

to gain control of her.
,0 quite a utte gooa
s.ae
U.the abili....
The
goodua.
side has

as Sydney Bri . ^ ^

student turned S people back from the

lektra " although
dead. The
side, knowri as
In -'E
LiCKird,
. thetheHand,
hasevildemonic-like

similarities ■ of powers that appear as shaky

ters impedes the s P special effects in the film.

disbelief, Garner ma g movie is good,

mostly avoid the _ pure escapism, and does not try

As elektra, she creates a c mysterious

ter that is believable as more

or especially thoughtful. There

until the end of the movie.

strategic planning sessions.
Along the same lines, char
acter sketches are light, but
some motivation is given for the

bad guys and the main good
guys. Their motivations,
although not fully explored,
make their actions plausible.
"Elektra" is a spin-off from

"Elektra" is that you do not

sin's outfit. This outfit threatens

have to have seen "Daredevil"

to destroy the more realistic

to understand any of the action.

nature of most outfits worn by
the characters, but thankfully

Although the two stories osten
sibly connect, "Elektra" is
mostly concerned about the

Elektra's bright red outfit in the

the current treasure, a young
g i r l n a m e d A b b y M i l l e r,

Some choppy camera work
in the faster fight scenes also

(Kirsten Prout).
A b b y ' s f a t h e r, ( G o r a n

takes away from the movie,

Visnjic), tries to protect Abby
from the Hand, and eventually

there are no terrible scenes as in

reveals that he knows more

about the power struggle over
his daughter than he lets on at
first. While the, writers appar
ently tried to make him a love
interest for Elektra, their chem

the

"Daredevil," a movie that had a
terrible plot and awful special

interactions seem forced.

doubtful: a "treasure" is bom ring societies, but a casual

effects, and the best part of

of the film is Elektra's red assas

The plot itself us highly

every eeneration, a female war-

tion for the presence of the war

action

movie

movie. It is also a nod to

main character's childhood in
o r d e r to c o n n e c t E l e k tr a w i th

than just another of Garners are plenty of details left unex
m a n y a l i a s e s . u - ^ h U r plained, including any explana

2003

appears only twice in the

istry is nonexistent, and their
The most notable costume

comic books.

leaving the action confused, but
"Daredevil," where CGI took
over too much and too often,
leaving a very fake aftertaste.
"Elektra," whilenot artistic

film fare, is diverting and pro
vides an entertaining fantasy
film to waste a few hours on.

Anyone demanding a tightly
woven plot or spectacular spe
cial effects may want to look
elsewhere.

I s s u e f r Vo l . C X K f
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Late free threws seal Bruins'
win ever rival Linlleld Tigers
George Fox University

to foul in an effort to

News Service

catch up, and the plan

From the Cheap Seats
This season, Bo\d

Championship

appeared to work for a
A catch-up ploy of fouling

while as the Bruins

b a c k fi r e d o n t h e L i n fi e l d

missed three straight

College Wildcats when the
George Fox University Bruins

o n e - a n d - o n e s . L i n fi e l d

sank 15 of 16 free throws in the

those chances with two

final 2:32, enabling the homes-

free throws by Casey

tanding Bruins to hold off their
Yamhill County counterparts
81-75 in Northwest Conference
men's

basketball

action

Saturday night here in the
Wheeler Sports Center's Miller
Gym.
Mark Gayman's jumper
with 14:44 to go in the first half

DAN

BENNETT

Series not a total
waste (rftime

Sports Editor

cashed in on two of

Winter break will

always have a special place in
my heart for a few reasons. Its

Kushiyama and a buck
et by Ryan Monagle to
make it a 64-57 game
with 3:07 to play.
Scott Szalay finally

when we celebrate the birth of

our Savior, usher in the New
Year and gorge ourselves on
college football.

stopped the Bruins' free
throw crisis by sinking
two with 2:32 to go, and

This winter, I found

myself skeptical of yet anoth

er postseason planned out by

would play out as a defensive
struggle, but I doubt anyone
knew how tough of a fight
Virginia Tech would put up.
Auburn ended up win

ning 16-13, but even with a
win the Tigers did not help
their cause to split the nation
al championship with the win
ner of the Orange Bowl. A
convincing blowout of the

Gayman followed with
a layup after a Linfield
turnover to get the lead

the financially-driven, com
mon sense-lacking Bowl

again, although they could
never pull away from Linfield

back to 11 at 68-57. The

tee. Some match-ups were

share the tide, but unfortu

c o m p l e t e l y. T h e W i l d c a t s '

13 points from the line

intriguing, but for the most
part, I couldn't get excited

inside tandem of Sam Kreiger

in the last 1:17 with

nately for them, they will end
the season with a perfect 13-0
record and no championship

with 12 points and Chris Lewis
with 11 in the -first half kept
L i n fi e l d c l o s e . P h i l i p H e u Weller had 11 in the first period
for the Bruins, including a criti
cal steal and layup with 10 sec

only one miss, Szalay L i n fi e l d . H e a l s o h i t c m c l a l f r e e t h r o w s
h i t t i n g t w o m o r e , down the stretch
Gayman a pair, Ben
Melvin two. Brent
nine-game losing streak to
Satern one, and Aaron Schmick Linfield while improving to 8-4

put George Fox ahead 10-9,
and the Bruins never trailed

Championship Series commit

B r u i n s s c o r e d t h e i r fi n a l
BRIAN RURIK

DOUBLE-DOUBLE: Scott Szalay had
11 points and 11 rebounds against

six.

overall and 3-0 in the confer

onds left that sent the Bruins

Schmick led all scorers

into the locker room at the

with 23 points, nailing 6-6 from

break ahead 42-36.

the field, including a three-

The second half was most

ly a trade-off of baskets until
late in the game as the Bruins
stayed ahead by anywhere from
5 to 10 points, taking their
biggest lead of 11 at 64-53 on a
layup by Heu-Weller with 4:28
to go. The Wildcats then began

pointer, and 10-12 from the
line. Heu-Weller added 18,
Gayman 13, and Szalay 11.
Szalay also had a game-high 11
rebounds for his 7th career dou
ble-double and 2nd of the sea

ence, half a game behind the
University of Puget Sound.
The win also pushed the
Bruins past last year's number
of wins for the whole season,
when they were 7-18, with over
half the season still to come.

Linfield dropped to 6-7 overall
and 2-2 in the league.

s o n .

George Fox snapped a

about many bowl games.
I was most infuriated

Northwest

George Fox University
News Service

Down by eight points with

Conference

earned a spot in the Rose
Bowl against Michigan. For

college football traditionalists,
this pairing was nothing more
than a slap in the face, fol
the BCS committee.

m a r k e d t h e fi r s t t i m e t h a t t w o

The Rose Bowl has

Heisman Trophy winners

A LW AY S b e e n r e s e r v e d f o r

took the field at the same time

teams hailing from the Pacific

(OU quarterback Jason White
won in '03; while USC quar

Ten and Big Ten Conferences.
The Texas Longhoms, even
though belonging in the Big
XII Conference, somehow
managed to leap over

terback Matt Leinart won in

'04). But as the game got
going, it could be seen that
Oklahoma was no match for

California in the BCS rank

the potent offense and stran

ings and secure a spot in the

gling defense of USC.
The Trojans cruised to a
55-19 win over the Sooners,
staking claim their second
consecutive national champi
onship. But unlike last season,
USC emphatically proved
they deserve to own the tide.

the best game of the postsea
son, as Texas prevailed 38-37
on a field goal as time
expired. My thoughts of rage
towards the BCS temporarily

Even Auburn, boasting their

s u b s i d e d a s I w a t c h e d Te x a s

own suffocating defense,

quarterback Vince Young put
on a clinic, rushing for four
touchdowns and throwing for

would have been embarrassed

women's basketball game

and

Saturday night here in the
Wheeler Sports Center's Miller

loose.

Gym.
The game began as a tight

Ta y l o r, b a s k e t s b y K e l l i e
Thomas and Kim Leith, and a

one more. I guess Young

one, with six ties in the first 12
minutes of play, and the game

begin his campaign for the
2005 Heisman Trophy.
The Fiesta Bowl, on the
other hand, was a notorious

sistently pushed for.

example of BCS ineptitude.
Utah crushed Pittsburgh 35-7,

the places of Utah and

capping a perfect season for
the Utes, while the Panthers

the year with undefeated 13-0
records, yet were denied a

dropped their fourth game of

shot at the national champi

the season.

onship. the first time since

then

the

Bruins

broke

A three-pointer by Robin

was knotted 21-21 with 8:12

v i c t o r y o v e r t h e L i n fi e l d
College Wildcats in a

left. The Bruins made only two
field goals the rest of the half,

pair of free throws by Thomas
gave the Bruins their first lead
since midway through the first
half, 59-58, with 5:33 on the
clock. Two free throws by

however, enabling the
visiting Wildcats to
go on an 18-10 run to

Leith, a steal and layup by Liz
Clark, a three by Leith, and two
ffeebies by Clark made it 68-58

end the half with a

before two free throws by Heidi

39-31 lead. By the end
of the period, the
Wildcats had nearly

Jurgens broke the spell with

doubled the Bruins in

t h r e e f r e e t h r o w s i n t h e fi n a l 4 2

shooting percentage
(.583, 14-24 to .296,
8-27) and in rebounds
(19-10).

seconds.

L i n fi e l d

BRIAN RURIK

TRIPLE TEAMED: Kellie Thomas takes

it in againist three Linfield defenders.

Thomas finished with 14 points and five

January

California and Oklahoma,

lowed by the shrill laughter of

So imagine my surprise

eight minutes left, the George
Fox University Bruins exploded
for 18 unanswered points to
turn the contest completely
around and rally for a 71-62

assists

As for the Orange Bowl,

much hype was given to the
match-up between Southern
and with good reason: this
game featured four Heisman
Trophy finalists, and it

when I found myself enjoying

8:10 to play made it 58-50 ...

to show for it.

after learning that Texas had

Rose Bowl.

Lady Bruins ride elghteenpolnt scoring run to victory

Hokies would have made a
better case for Auburn to

took

its

1:52 remaining. Thomas kept
the Bruins in front by hitting
The

Bruins improved their shooting
to .526 (10-19) in the second
half while holding the Wildcats
to .241 (7-29).
L e i t h fi n i s h e d w i t h 2 0

couldn't wait until the fall to

There seems to be some

thing about the Fiesta Bowl
that attracts lopsided match
ups. Remember back in 2000,
when Oregon trounced
Colorado? Or the next year,
when Oregon State demol
ished Notre Dame? This sea
son, 1 didn't even bother to

watch this game. Now, if the

largest lead of 12
points twice in the
second half, the last at
45-33 on a layup by

points to lead the Bruins, 13 in
the second half, while Thomas

had 14, Clark 12, and Taylor

feated Boise State, I would
have been glued to the televi

Kendra Victor with

11 . K a t y C a m p b e l l h a d 8

sion.

16:31»left in the game.
The Bruins twice got
within four points, but

points, a team-high 7 rebounds,

the

Wildcats

still

BCS had given the other spot
in the Fiesta to fellow-unde

The Sugar Bowl was

by So Cal if they met in a
game following the Orange
Bowl, something that Auburn
coach Tommy TubervUle con
The necessity of an alter
native system to the BCS was

most visible when discussing
Auburn. Both schools finished

1975 that two major colleges
had perfect seasons but failed
to win the national champi
onship.
Of course, the domina

tion of Southern California

over Oklahoma will probably
silence the critics of the BCS

for at least another season.

I'm even thinking that this
year's Bowl Championship

Series was, dare I say it.

somewhat successful in deter

mining the national champi
o n .

But don't hold me to that.

and 3 steals off the bench.

another interesting match-up,

I'm sure I'll feel differently

Thomas passed out 5 assists.

pitting the undefeated Auburn

next season.

George Fox is now 8-4

a p p e a r e d fi r m l y i n

overall and 2-1 in the confer

control after Britany
Mock's layup with

ence. Linfield slips to 6-7 over
all and 1-3 in the league.

Tigers against the surprisingly
10-2 Virginia Tech Hokies.

Most people knew this game
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roster
RAN BF.NMI?TT
Sports Editor

Seattle Mariners' fans

preparation for 2005.

The first thing Seattle did
after the end of the season was

~ ceene. pastures He

fire manager Bob Melvin.

After a disappointing 2004

bench coach for the Arizona
Diamondbacks, was hired after
the departure of Lou Piniella.

season which saw the Mariners

inis last in a competitive
Amencan League West diviswn, Seattle dug deeply into
their pockets this winter in

Melvin, who was previously a

Under Melvin, the Mariners
compiled a disappointing 156-

Jacobsen will replace Edgar
Martinez, one of the most pop
ular Mariners of all time, as the
designated hitter.

One ailing aspect of
Seattle's lineup that did not get

The opposite side of the

much attention this winter was

their pitching. But as long as the
starters are somewhat cpnsis-

Baltimore Orioles manager
Mike Hargrove. Hargrove has
been a staple in Major League
Baseball for several seasons,

Mariners signed Adrian Beltre
to a $64 million, multi-year con
tract. Beltre led the Majors in

Offensive power was cer
tainly lacking in the Mariners'

lineup last season. In response
to criticism fi-om fans for being
stingy with their finances,

Seattle went out and spent $114
million in less than 24 hours on

two big-name free agents.
player to join the Mariners,
signing a $50 million contract.
Sexson, a versatile defensive

player with a big bat, spent last

-Doug Collins, former NBA player/coach
and current television commentator

playing for the Los Angeles
Dodgers, and his power wiU
certainly be appreciated in a

pitchers enough run support to

win some ball games.
So while it may be prema
ture to say that Seattle is the
favorite to win the AL West

(Anaheim is still the premiere

short of it for some time.

team on this coast), it is certain

Seattle also signed Pokey
Reese to a one-year contract to

ly safe to say that the Mariners

of 2005 will generate more

t

h

World Series champion Boston

was

right field. Promising prospect
Jeremy Reed should share time

for

i n c e n t e r fi e l d w i t h v e t e r a n

of

most
the

Randy Winn, while Raul

year due

Ibanez will patrol left field. At

t

o

second base is Bret Boone, who

injuries.
the

will be looking to prove that his
monster season a few years ago
was not a fluke. And Miguel

greatest

Olivo, acquired in last season's

S e x s o n
had

Sexson will give the Mariners
two things they need; power in
the lineup and a steady glove at

Bruin Basketball on

as a defensive wizard with good
base rurming speed.
This year's lineup should
strike fear into opposing clubs
much more than last year's.

sidelined

W W W. K E Y N E W S . O R G
FILLING THE VOID: Richie

first base

play shortstop. Reese, who
played second base for the

Arizona,

i

' A

tent and the bullpen proves to
be reliable, the offense of the
Mariners should give their

Seattle line-up that has been

but

w

always win."

. home runs last season while

Ichiro Suzuki, who set the alltime single season record with
262 hits last season, returns to

s e a s o n

"Any time Detroit scores more
than 100 points and holds the other
team below 100 points, they almost

the hole at third base, the

Red Sox last season, is known

Richie Sexson was the first

THEY SAID IT...

Seattle last year. In order to fill

runs, wins and excitement than
the Mariners of 2004.

veteran Dan Wilson. Bucky

diamond was also an issue for

World Series.

WWW.TERRA.COM

Seattle.

trade for pitcher Freddy Garcia,
will share time at catcher with

168 record in two seasons.
Replacing Melvin is former
Cleveland Indians and

and in 1995, he led the offen
sively-charged Indians to the

POWER PLAYER: Adrian
Beltre hit 48 home runs for Los
Angeles last season, the most in
the Major Leagues

success of his career playing for
the Milwaukee Brewers, gain
ing national notoriety for his
6'8" frame and ability to hit the
ball out of the park. He is con
sistently among the top players
in the Majors in home runs and
RBIs, and will play first base for

KFOX Radio
Can't make it to the game? Tune in
via the internet to catch every home
game, plus the away games at
Linfield and Lewis & Clark,
LIVE!

http://www.kfoxradio.net/
Quicktime is required

Bruins' basketball teams spend holidays
sbowcasing talent at various touruaments
defeated by The College of
New Jersey, 64-54. Then, on
New Year's Eve, George Fox

highlight of the trips, other than

Freshman Brent Satern

basketball, was an excursion to

added, "The highlight of the

strengthened their bonds as a

go horseback riding.

trip for me was boogie boarding

team as well.

At a time when the majori

pummeled Neumann College

and eating the local Hawaiian

ty of George Fox students were

(PA) 104-32, a game in which

"That was a site to see, an
entire basketball team, coaches
and all, trotting around on

"I think the trip definitely
brought us together as a team,"

horseback," Leith said. "It was
an experience for sure."

Kibler, a George Fox University

DAN

BENNETT

Sports Editor

relaxing at home, both the

GFU junior Kim Leith scored

men's and women's basketball

32 points, 30 of them coming in

teams were representing our

the first half.

university at a variety of basket

ball tournaments around the
c o u n t r y.

The Lady Bruins traveled
to Las Vegas and Arizona over

Christmas break, while the
men's team ventured to Hawau

during the Thanksgiving hoUday weekend.

While in Las Vegas, the

George Fox women played in

Earlier in the year, the men
traveled to Honolulu to partici

games, defeating Denison

diversity (OH) and

Kalamazoo College (MI) 66-57
and 75-39, respectively.

After the Desert Shootout,
GFU traveled to Phoenix to

play in the Grand Canyon

LLe. In their first game on

Dec, 30, the Lady Brums we^

The death of Patrick

j u n i o r, o c c u r r e d w h i l e t h e
women were on the road, and

the team came together and

pate in the Surf's Up

horseback riding," Thomas
added, "and it was awesome

Invitational. In their two games
over the Thanksgiving week

experiencing it with all your
friends."

"This made things emo
tional and we grew closer

how

together as a team," Thomas

to Cal-Lutheran 91-78, then

said. "We picked each other

defeating Cal-Santa Cruz 95-

court together," Leith added. "I

up."

83. Senior Mark Gayman was
named to the All-Tournament

have

team, averaging 21 points and

ball as much as I have

But basketball was not the

only thing on the agenda for the
men and women from George
Fox University. Their travels

brought them together as teams,
building relationships and
camaraderie that is impossible

to simply teach and coach.
Both Kim Leith and senior

Kellie Thomas agree that the

"We

also

never

learned

supported one another.

much fun we can have on the

end, the Bruins went 1-1, losing

rebounds in the two con
the D3 Desert Shootout from eight
tests.

Dec. 2LDec. 22. The Lady
Bruins won both of their

"Some of had never been

food."

The men's trip to Hawaii

Gayman said. "You sort of get

a sense of family when you're
around people for a long time,
and I know I definitely got clos
er to the guys."
"We were together 24-7,"

Satem said, "and when you're
with people for that long you
can either come together or split
apart, and we came together."

smiled

while playing basket
this year, and that is
thanks to the tight team

Standings

and

Sclxedules

Men's Basketball:

Women's Basketball:

As for the men,
Hawaii had plenty to

NWC- 3-1

MWC- 3-1

offer in terms of out

Overall- 8-5

Overall- 9-4

Jan. 21- Puget Sound

Jan. 21- Puget Sound

J a n . 2 2 - P a c i fi c

J a n . 2 2 - P a c i fi c

Lutheran

Lutheran

Jan. 25- @ Pacific

Jan. 25- @ Pacific

we have formed."

side activities.

"Boogie boarding
and snorkeling were
two things that were

really cool," Mark
Gayman said.
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ConfusedP Gregg Lamm talks At GFU now for 11

about grief and loss at GFU
ANN

Other than wondering
about the eternal purpose,
many students want to know

woken up before."
Not that they were cal

PORN

Assistant Editor

lous about Karissa's death,

After losing two students
within months of each other,

many GFU students are

struggling to deal with the
grief that has come to the
campus community.
"In the 14 years I've been
here, I don't remember los
ing two students this close to
each other," Campus Pastor
Gregg Lamm said. "It seems
like the way death visits cam
pus most of the time is by
students losing a parent or
grandparent, but usually not
students here," he said.

Lamm said. But he said peo

how to go on as a communi

ple are more touched by the

ty. Lamm said the important
thing is to permit people to

death of someone they

experience grief in their own

k n o w.
"If Patrick would have

w a y.

died first, I think there would
have been a certain group of
students whose hearts were

captured by things of eterni
ty, and would have been pon

dering things differently, and
vice versa," he said.

One of the most difficult

questions for many students

staff who helps break the

facing the loss of a loved one
remains very simple—why?
"Any type of explanation
for pain and suffering and

news to students after such

accidents in the world can't

tragedies, and he has been
present for much of the after
math and grieving.

be explained other than by
saying the world is broken,"

Lamm is one of the GFU

Lamm has seen individu

als change after this loss, but
doesn't describe the campus
community as ever having
been changed as a whole
through this experience.
In addition, the individ
ual changes have been taking
place among certain groups
of people, Lamm said.
Friends of the students who
have died are most affected.
"Patrick and Karissa had

different groups of friends,
and their deaths have affect

he said. "When Jesus came

and his friend Lazarus died,
he wept with the family. He
knew he was going to bring
him back to life and he still

wept," Lamm explained.

working behind the scenes for Riant

Services since graduating.
CHARITY FDWARDS
Business Manager

Do you ever wonder what

"We can allow people to

you will do after graduation?

go through the stages [of
grief] in the order that is right

Andy Baker never really had to

for them, and with the inten
sity that is right for them," he
said. "You can't expect that
people are going to go
through the stages just like
you have."
In addition, Lamm said
not to expect a clear under
standing of events apart
from God's work in individ
ual lives.
"I think there will be dif

ferent meanings to different
people. I don't think there's a
corporate meaning."
Brad Lau, vice president
for Student Life, talked about
how God will someday cut
through the confusion..

wonder. He started working at

George Fox University before
he even fmished his undergrad
uate studies.

Praised as humble, talented

and sometimes even in the

realities of hfe and death and

But Lamm said he does
n't think God causes acci

life of a place, like George
Fox.

dents to happen.

them."

Lau encouraged hurting
students to talk to him,
Lamm, an AC, RA, or the
Health and Counseling
Center if they experience
ongoing difficulty coping.

nection in their lobbies.^
Upon completing his
voice/data apprenticeship, IT
"took [Baker] away," said Plant
Services Administrative

Network Administrator at

things about computers," he

I n s t i t u t i o n a l Te c h n o l o g y o n
Jan. 1 of this year.
Baker was a work-study in
the Plant Services office during

said.

his freshman, sophomore and
junior years. He began lock-

his senior year. He lives with
his wife and two daughters in a

smithing duties his senior year,

university-owned house next to

and was hired as a part-time

Plant Services.

Baker said he plans to stay
at GFU until he retires, or at
least until his daughters gradu
ate from college here. His older

GFU. He established a master

key system for the campus,
instituted the current card-lock

system "almost single-handed
ly" said his former boss, and
installed every lock in

Baker is excited about his new

Originally from Salem,
Baker met his wife at GFU and
was married in the middle of

daughter Erinn is in third
grade, and his daughter Brenna
is in kindergarten. The family
attends Newberg Christian
Church.
The former locksmith does

University Hall when it was

locksmith consulting work for
the Newberg Fire Department

built in 1998.

and local churches.

During the summer of
2002, Baker began as a

Baker's new responsibilities
include maintaining certain

Vo i c e / D a t a t e c h n i c i a n f o r t h e

aspects of the telephone system

Building Systems Department
at Plant Services. Having

e r s . H e h a s b e e n t h e u n o f fi c i a l

trained Alan Thurston to take

Change

the dorms have wireless con

E d w a r d S t e v e n s C e n t e r. " I
look forward to learning new

"That was way back when they
did stuff like that," he said.
For eight and a half years.
Ba ke r d i d l o cksmi th i n g fo r

pain and suffering to bring
about change and beauty
and holiness and righteous
ness in the lives of people

dent houses, and now most of

spring semester 1994. He start
ed a new job as Voice and

some things out for us when
we see him face-to-face, and

said. "I believe God can use

installed wireless in aU the stu

job on the third floor of the

broken over things that hap
pen like this, and people who
say it was God's will—I

Patrick and Karissa are there

pus. This past summer, they

Baker has worked behind the
scenes at Plant Services since

l o c k s m i t h t h e s e c o n d s e m e s t e r.

just a little before the rest of
us," Lau said. "It's a very
painful thing for a communi
ty like ours, and we will miss

wireless network areas on cam

and helpful by coworkers,

"God will have to sort

don't believe that, Lamm

sible for the growing number of

Assistant Debby O'Kelley. But

"I think God's heart is

ed the community different
ly," Lamm said. "I think
some people woken up to the
eternity from Patrick's death
who hadn't really been

years:
Andy
Baker
No, he^s not a bod studont. Bokor hos boon

over locksmithing, Baker joined
Ron Shaw in maintaining the
vast telephone system on campus.

as well as working on comput
computer help at Plant Services
for the past 11 years.

O'Kelley often says Baker
"just has to walk in the room,
and the computer is fixed."

Baker and Shaw are respon-

Yo u r L i f e
and make a difference
with

degree

from

to

• Master of Aru QjunseUng
• Master of Aals in <and Pam.lt>' ftii'rapv
• Master of Arts in Scticiol €<R]a.«<45isg
. Master of SLkMSce in Sehool t'sycholog^*
» Ct-nlflcale prpgrams available

503-554-6166

cvuiiseiing.iieorsefox.edu
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JACK IS BACK: Students

report happiness and relief as the man who knows everyone's
name returned to duty this semester after surgery.
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